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Vignettes /vin’njets/ n.
an ephemeral piece of writing, music, acting, etc. that clearly expresses the typical
characteristics of something or someone
n. a brief evocative description, account, or episode
n. a small illustration or portrait photograph which fades into its background
without definite border
Vignettes is a collection of works for solo trumpet, trumpet and piano, trumpet, trombone and
piano, brass trio, brass quartet, brass quintet, and trumpet ensemble. Many of the pieces on
this album are world premier recordings and several were commissioned specifically for this
release. The direct intention of this music is to draw the listener into short, but specific musical
sketches that bring forth in the imagination, places or people previously lost to memory. A sincere and heartfelt thank you to the contributing composers, musicians, ensembles, and artists
who bring this music to life. It is our hope that in Vignettes, you find moments that captivate you
and renew your sense of wonder.

David Shaffer: Cincinnatus Fanfare
A brief, but exciting fanfare dedicated to the spirit of the city of Cincinnati. Commissioned
and edited by Triplo Press’s James Olcott in celebration of the trumpet, the International
Trumpet Guild, and to commemorate the 2012 meeting of the Ohio Chapter of ITG, where
it was premiered.
Erik Morales: For Ella*
This work is a tribute to my dog Ella who passed away suddenly in Aug. 2019. The tribute of the
work reads, “commissioned by Eric Siereveld in the memory of his beloved Ella.” For Ella is not an
elegy but is instead a celebration of the life and friendship Eric experienced with Ella. This piece
reflects one of life’s most cherished gifts, the joy of the love we experience with our four-legged
companions.
Erik Morales: Black Bayou Vignettes*
Black Bayou Vignettes is a work of five short movements for brass trio (trumpet, horn, and
trombone). The idea was to create short sketches that take on the character of their title. The
names of each movement are in adverb form: I. Madly, II. Sadly, III. Wildly, IV. Weirdly and V.
Finally!. These adverb titles were taken from a poem created in conjunction with this work:
Madly through life we go
Sadly, I yearn for those days when we
Wildly lost our inhibitions and
Weirdly danced our dance of dreams.
Finally! Feeling as one with Mother Nature
deep within our black bayou.
This piece was commissioned by a consortium led by Dr. Eric Siereveld, including the Black
Bayou Brass (University of Louisiana at Monroe), Lantana Brass Trio (University of North Texas),
and the Ark-La-Miss ITG Chapter.

Steven Serpa: Mountain Idyll (Les Trios Tétons)*
For trumpet and piano, inspired by the composer’s time in the Grand Teton mountains of northwest Wyoming. The beauty and majesty of the Rocky Mountains in that corner of the country
inspired lyrical melodies and the Snake River evoked gentle, flowing music, but the landscape
also conjured darker, turbulent music. Steep rock faces, sudden thunderstorms, swift mountain
waterfalls, the solitude, even the initial jolt of worry when reminded to carry bear spray: all
these emotions worked their way into this music.

Douglas S. Bristol: Three Sketches*
A contemporary work for brass quartet. The fast-slow-fast nature of the three sketches provides
great opportunity to live and recorded programming. The first sketch (vivace) is driving,
sometimes angry, and impulsive. The second sketch (adagio) is filled with longing, anguish,
and unfulfilled desire. And the final sketch (maestoso) is reflective of acceptance and a new
resolve to proceed forward with purpose and determination. This piece was commissioned by
the Alabama Teachers Association in 2017.

Douglas Hedwig: Uddmāya*
Uddmāya for six trumpets is a “fusion” work that combines elements of traditional Hindustani,
Indian classical music with contemporary Western music styles and technique. The title refers
to a Sanskrit word meaning “to make known; to declare as through the medium of a trumpet
or conch shell.” The conch shell (both sound and image) is closely associated with religious or
philosophical ceremonies in many regions of the world, especially South Asia. This piece was
composed by Eric Siereveld and Altus Trumpet Ensemble.

Hannah Rice: Free to Be*
Inspired by the late Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Free to Be focuses on the landmark
case, Weinberger v. Weidenfeld (1975). This case opened a new legal door for women in the U.S.
Spearheaded by the voice of Ginsburg, Free to Be combines the words of many strong, empowered women who have achieved things people said could never be done due to gender biases
and the traditional patriarchy. The trumpet joins these empowered voices, mimicking the
syllabic rhythm of important phrases, such as Ginsburg’s title phrase “free to be.” I am grateful
for the voices of the women included in this piece (Chimamanda Adichie, Angela Davis, Mo’ne
Davis, Janet Guthrie, Nancy Lieberman, Megan Rapinoe, Sally Ride, and Malala Yousafzi) and
to the many others who continue to promote equal rights for women. May RBG and her strong,
tenacious spirit live on through their voices.

Jean-François Michel: Scaramouche*
Scaramouche is defined as an oddly contentious, loudmouthed type of character (replete with
the accompanying braggadocio commonly found in such persons) present in the commedia
dell’arte. This three movement work includes a “wink and a nod” to Darius Milhaud, through his
mischievous and humorous aspects.
Douglas Hedwig: Obsidian*
Obsidian for solo trumpet is based on two modes (Goptygic and Epocrygic) of a non-traditional,
9-note (“nonatonic”) scale. A fiery and energetic work, it nevertheless employs several contrasting theme fragments, as well as highly contrasting articulations, pitch range, dynamics, and
texture as a way of giving the auditory impression of counterpoint and harmony (as if more
than one instrument is actually playing). And, an underlying suggestion of jazz-fusion style
adds an element of fun and wit.

James M. Stephenson: Gilded Fanfare
An exciting and dancelike fanfare written to commemorate the 2012 meeting of the Ohio Chapter of ITG, where it was premiered. Commissioned and edited by Triplo Press’s James Olcott.
Douglas Hedwig: Its Soul of Music Shed*
This composition is inspired by two poems: The Old Mail Horn (1875) by Birch Reynardson,
and Kurze Fahrt (“Brief Journey””) by Joseph Karl Benedikt von Eichendorff (1788-1857). The work
begins in a 12-tone, serial style that nevertheless employs stylistic and dramatic elements
drawn from the traditional posthorn calls and tunes of the 19th century. As the work progresses,

the musical language gradually “devolves” into the purely tonal, bugle-like sounds associated
with the posthorn’s historic origins.
Joseph Turrin: O Conme and Dwell in Me*
Written in memory of Robin Sullivan (deceased wife of trumpeter Robert Sullivan) and recorded as a tribute to my late grandparents Merle & Shirley Wilson.
Keith Karns: Detective Story
Inspired by the novels of Ray Chandler, Detective story captures the spirit of the detective/spy
films most associated with the film noir style. There are seven vignettes explored in this 5-minute work, with subtitles including “Crime is a suckers road,” “Down these mean streets,” “The
first kiss is magic…,” “It seemed like a nice neighborhood,” “When in doubt,” and “She gave me
a smile.” This piece invokes the film scores of John Barry, Leonard Bernstein, Ennio Morricone,
Adolph Deutsch, Bernard Herrmann, Monty Norman, Marvin Hamlisch and David Arnold.
—Eric Siereveld
*world premiere recording

The Performer

A Cincinnati native, Eric Siereveld attended Morehead State University where he earned a
Bachelor of Music Education degree and studied trumpet with Greg Wing. Immediately following his time at MSU, he attended the prestigious Jacobs School of Music at Indiana University.
At IU his primary teachers were Joey Tartell and David Baker. He also sought additional studies
with trumpet guru William Adam. After earning his Master of Music in Jazz Studies at Indiana,
Eric relocated to New York City and began working as a freelance musician.
In New York City, Eric quickly became an in-demand performer. His chief positions/associations
were as principal trumpet for the Bronx Opera, assistant principal of the Bronx Orchestra, first
trumpet on Elf: the Musical at the Theatre at Madison Square Garden, and as second trumpet
in the Gotham Brass Quintet. As a jazz musician, he is the leader of the Organic Quintet, and
The Usual Suspects. Eric’s Broadway tour credits include Young Frankenstein, three tours with
Elf: the Musical, Addams Family (international), and Nice Work if You Can Get It. In 2015 he was first
trumpet on Elf: the Musical at the Kennedy Center for the Arts in Washington D.C.
In 2014, Eric took the position as instructor of jazz trumpet and director of the Afro-Cuban
Jazz Ensemble at the University of Wisconsin – Madison. In addition to this position, Eric was
afforded the opportunity to receive his doctorate in trumpet performance with a cognate in jazz
studies. His primary teachers at UW were John Aley (trumpet) and Johannes Wallmann (jazz).
In 2017, Eric returned to NYC as an active performer and served as the private instructor of
trumpet at the United Nations International School in Manhattan. In 2018, he released his first
recording as a leader, “Walk the Walk” featuring the Organic Quintet is available through the
Shifting Paradigm Records label.

In 2018, Eric accepted the position of assistant professor of trumpet and chamber music at the
University of Louisiana Monroe where he holds the Emy-Lou Biedenharn Endowed Professorship in Music. In 2020, he also became the director of jazz activities for the school of visual and
performing arts at ULM. In addition to his teaching duties, he is a member of the Black Bayou
Brass, the Lagniappe Brass, and the LA Jazz Quintet. He performs regularly with the Shreveport
Symphony Orchestra and the Monroe Symphony. Eric is a Conn-Selmer Endorsed Artist and
plays Bach Stradivarius Trumpets.
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